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SENYLRC TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY AND REVIEW COMMITTEE 

 DATE:  November 4, 2013 

MINUTES AND ACTIONS 

 

Attendees: Merribeth Advocate, Barbara Durniak, Judy Fischetti, Rebecca Gerald, Amy Hillick, Julie 

Kelsall-Dempsey, Anne Kennedy, Tessa Killian, Jerry Kuntz, Corinne Nyquist, John Shaloiko,  Zack 

Spalding 

Excused: John Barrie 

ISSUES DISCUSSED: 

Committee charge and back ground information: 

 The Ad Hoc Committee for Resource Sharing made recommendations to the Planning 

Committee of the BOT, which suggested a working to analyze regional intersystem resource 

sharing. This is the charge for TRAC.  One of the facts that the committee has to consider is that 

OCLC will no longer support the VDX product in 2016.  

Review of in-region Interlibrary Loan usage: 

 SEAL ILL System Statistics Requests placed: 2011-2012: 7,262; 20212-2013: 6,425.  The numbers 

are much lower when Finkelstein Memorial Library is eliminated. The best range to use when 

thinking about replacing VDX would be between 4,000 and 5,000 requests per year.  

 Who is borrowing? The majority of the requests are from public libraries. Important to know 

who is lending the requests.  Academic libraries and the two library systems member libraries.  

 SEAL: Zportal catalog and the SEAL system for borrowing and lending. The trend in SEAL 

statistics is going downward.  Why? Policies, more electronic copies, and system holds.   

Open discussion on regional resource sharing: 

 Connect NY includes three libraries that use Voyager, not Innovative Interfaces, Inc. The SUNY 

colleges use SUNY Connect. Both networks can take the borrowing and lending outside of our 

region.  

 The two public library systems in this region use different IOLS platforms. RCLS – Dynix 

Symphony and MHLS uses Innovative Interfaces, Inc.  

 OCLC said that the move from VDX to WorldShare will be “cost neutral.” However, SENYLRC has 

a long-standing ‘sweetheart” license with Fretwell-Downing, now OCLC.  WorldShare is going to 

replace WorldCat in 2014. 

 Delivery: MHLS and RCLS swap libraries at a node in Plattekill one day a week. The majority of 

delivery is done through the mail. SENYLRC pays to have lending libraries, Vassar and SUNY New 



Paltz, have a pick up weekly. The school systems all have their own system holds for their school 

systems. The holds requested out if their system are usually for unique items. 

 Question: “What would your library do if SEAL went away next year?” MHLS – they would send 

them through OCLC if the cost is under $25. If over $25, then they purchase the material 

instead. Highland Public Library currently sends requests through SEAL to RCLS libraries to fill. 

Not sure what she would do – have to evaluate. Possible for RCLS and MHLS to have a system 

that will allow them to borrow and lend directly with each other? Schools – starting to use their 

home public libraries more. Possible to work directly with academic libraries to borrow. OCLC 

would be the easiest.  

 “What would we lose if SEAL went away?” Zportal, the discovery page, for searching catalogs in 

the region, would go away. And the routing system would no longer be available.  

 Can we connect these catalogs via an open source Z39.5 system? There are a few, but is it worth 

it for 5,000 items a year?  

 Who uses OCLC? Is this a viable solution? For RCLS, only the headquarters uses OCLC resource 

sharing. 

 Is there a statewide/state library initiative for resource sharing statewide?  

 Food for thought – promotion and awareness of resource sharing to patrons so that they know 

that this service is there for them.  

 Buy vs.  borrow has a lot of validity – being done in MHLS, but not RCLS.  

 Is it possible to charge for SEAL resource sharing? Charge per use. Have to deal with lending 

fees. 

Next steps 

 Marketing of VDX – is the system being used to its potential? Is there a higher demand than we 

think for resource sharing? 

 Research into what ILS vendors are offering for MHLS or RCLS to “interconnect.” 

 See a presentation from OCLC.  

 Possible to run SEAL after 2016 without support from OCLC. 

 

Next meeting in Mid-January.   
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